Edge Protection

Edge Protection Systems - Which One Is Right For Your Project?
In modern day construction and refurbishment, two basic types of edge
protection are commonly seen, with other, more specialist solutions also
available. Understanding what systems are appropriate to your project
and what that system must be capable of is vital to the safety of those
working near an edge and those below it.

Class A

The Edge Protection Federation (EPF) and Fall Arrest Safety Equipment
Training (FASET) here provide an overview of BS EN 13374 and points
clients should consider when dealing with edge protection. Both member
organisations provide training and guidance in the supply of edge
protection systems and sit on European Standards and HSE committees
on the subject.

Class B

Class C

Must retain sphere of
diameter:

470mm 9if intermediate
guardrail in place)
250mm (if no
250mm
intermediate guardrail in
place)

100mm

Deflection
requirements:

55mm maximum at
most adverse position

200mm minimum
between the posts at
any level 200mm above
the bottom of the
system

100mm minimum
between posts

Table 2. Dimensional and deflection requirements of BS EN 13374

U

p to, but not usually including roof
height, Proprietary Edge Protection
Systems are commonly installed. At
roof height, Tube and Fitting Edge Protection
Systems are more typically installed. It is
important that the correct system is installed
for the application, that the system conforms to
BS EN 13374: 2013, and that the operatives
involved in the installation, adjustment and
removal are competent.
BS EN 13374: 2013 covers any temporary edge
protection system, whether Proprietary or Tube
and Fitting and is also applied to permanent
systems. It does not cover scaffolding which
provides a working platform.
Applications
During construction, different applications lend
themselves to Proprietary systems, Tube and
Fitting systems or sometimes both, as detailed
below:

q Voids – typically Proprietary
Counterweighted system

Requirements of BS EN 13374

q Trailers – Specialist Proprietary system

The dimensional and deflection requirements
for the different classes of system can be
summarised as detailed in Table 2. (above).
Figure 1 (below) illustrates which class of
system can be used depending on the angle of
the slope and the fall height, as well as the
dimensional requirements defined in BS EN
13374.

q In construction Staircases – typically
Specialist Proprietary system
q In construction Lift Shafts – typically
Specialist Proprietary system
q Excavations – typically Proprietary
system

Testing of Edge Protection Systems
Class A

Class B

Class C

Provides
resistance to:

Static loads
Accidental loads

Static loads
Low dynamic forces
Accidental loads

High dynamic forces

Supports:

A person leaning on the
protection

A person leaning on the
protection

Provides:

A handhold when
walking beside the
protection

A handhold when walking
beside the protection

Stops

A person who is walking or
A person who is walking
A person sliding/falling
falling towards the protection
or falling towards the
down a steep sloping
A person sliding/falling down a
protection
surface
sloping surface

q Concrete Frame – typically Proprietary
system
q Industrial Steel Frame – Proprietary or
Tube and Fitting system
q Timber Frame – typically Proprietary
system
q Flat Roof – Proprietary or Tube and
Fitting system
q Void – Proprietary or Tube and Fitting
system
q Steeply Sloping Roof – Proprietary
Netted Barrier system
More specialist systems must be considered in
other, sometimes bespoke, applications.
Examples of these are:
q Completed Flat Roof – typically
Proprietary Counterweighted system
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In addition to the systems already highlighted,
some sites require Proprietary Extended Height
Edge Protection, Proprietary Full Height Edge
Protection and Climbing Screens which
incorporate Edge Protection. All of these systems
need to be discussed with the manufacturer due to
their specialist nature and additional design and
load considerations.

All Edge Protection systems should be
calculated and/or tested for the applicable
static and/or dynamic loads required by BS EN
13374.

-

Class A systems must meet the static
load requirements, proven either by
calculation or testing

-

Class B systems must meet the same
static load requirements of a Class A
system and pass the low dynamic force
(swing bag) test

-

Class C systems must meet the low
dynamic force (swing bag) test at the
top of the system and the high
dynamic force (rolling cylinder) test

In all cases, the system must retain the load
and meet the deflection requirements detailed
in Table 2, but do not
continued overleaf

The client and contractor must do whatever they
can to meet the requirements of the Work at
Height Regulations and BS EN 13374: 2013 –
Temporary edge protection systems – Product
specification – Test methods. If Edge Protection is
not considered at an early stage, this can be
difficult or even impossible to achieve.
Classes of Edge Protection Systems
The Class of system required directly relates to:

When it is to be Surfaces with a slope of
used:
less than 10o

Surfaces with a slope of less
than 30o (with no limitation to
fall distance)
Surfaces with a slope of less
than 60o (with a fall distance
less than 2m)

Surfaces with a slope
between 30o and 45o
(with no limitation to fall
distance)
Surfaces with a slope
between 45o and 60o
(with a fall distance of
less than 5m)

Table 1. Summary of requirements for Class A, B and C Edge Protection systems

-

The slope of the working surface

-

The fall height

BS EN 13374 sets out the performance
characteristics of the three Classes of Edge
Protection system and the maximum gaps allowed
as detailed in Table 1 (left).

Figure 1. Illustration of appropriate Class of system dependent upon angle of slope and fall height as well as gap requirements of
system
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Edge Protection continued

Battens

Choosing the Right Roofing
Batten

have to remain serviceable following the low
and high dynamic tests. Clients should ask for
evidence that the system being provided has
met the requirements of the Standard, but for
this to be possible in some situations, early
consideration of the Edge Protection
requirements and engagement with the
provider is needed.

Shaun Revill, Trading Director at SR Timber shares some of the key points from the
company’s Guide to Roofing Batten.

Competency and training
Whatever the system being installed, the
competency of the installer should be verified.
It has been clarified by the HSE that, just
because an Edge Protection system uses Tube
and Fitting components, that does not make it
a scaffold. In line with this, neither the EPF
nor FASET consider it appropriate for an
operative installing an Edge Protection system
to be required to hold a normally recognised
scaffolding qualification. Proprietary systems
are manufactured and tested to set criteria and
bear little resemblance to scaffolding. These
days, nobody would seriously claim a
scaffolder is needed to install a Proprietary
system and it is time for the industry to move
on with the same thinking for Tube and Fitting
systems, as they offer a solution to a very
different set of circumstances from that of a
scaffold.
Edge Protection operatives must hold a CSCS
Blue Skilled Worker Edge Protection Operative
card to install any system. For Proprietary
Edge Protection systems, the operative should
obtain training and assessment from the EPF,
but for Tube and Fitting Edge Protection, they
should obtain training and assessment from
FASET.
EPF Training and Assessment
The EPF Edge Protection Operative training
course covers all relevant regulations, industry
guidance and comprehensively covers the
requirements of BS EN 13374 for all forms of
Edge Protection systems. Operatives must
complete a written assessment to pass this
course before undertaking a manufacturer/
proprietary-system-specific course covering the
components and installation methods of the
specific system they are going to be using.
FASET Training and Assessment
FASET offer a theoretical and practical Edge
Protection Operative course, which covers all
relevant regulations and the requirements of
BS EN 13374 in relation to Tube and Fitting
systems. Attendees are then instructed on
how to install a Tube and Fitting system
provided to them by their employer following
design by a competent person. All operatives
must pass formal assessments on both the
theory and practical elements of the course.
Once the course assessments have been
successfully completed, the candidate has to
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R
gain sufficient experience installing systems
under supervision before having their
competence formally assessed.

Clients should ask their system provider for the
Temporary Works Design and Certificate in every
case.

oofers rely on companies like us for a plentiful supply
of fully graded roofing batten so they don’t have to
give a second thought to whether the materials they
are using are fully compliant. However, it’s always worth
reminding ourselves of what to look out for, and more
importantly why, when it comes to battens because not only
must they comply with BS5534:2014, but battens are also
safety critical in roofing.

Proof of Competence

Design considerations

The golden rule of graded batten

Completion of either the EPF or FASET course
results in operatives being able to apply for a
CSCS Blue Skilled Worker Edge Protection
Operative card. It must be remembered that a
Proprietary system installer needs to have
received formalised training from the
manufacturer for the system they are using,
and Tube and Fitting system installers must
follow the design provided to them by their
employer.

Designers of steel frame structures are
increasingly maximizing the spacing between
columns and including cold rolled sections.
Edge Protection providers are often asked to
install systems on bay centres of up to 10m
which causes problems when trying to comply
with the deflection requirements of BS EN 13374.
Early consideration of this and discussion with
the system provider can often overcome these
problems, saving time and money during the
build stage.

The most important thing to check is that all pre-graded
battens have key information stamped on them. Specifically,
there are four key pieces of information to look out for:

Whenever an Edge Protection system is
installed, it should be is carried out in
accordance with the Manufacturer’s
Instructions (in the case of a Proprietary
system) or a specific Temporary Works Design
for a Tube and Fitting system or a Proprietary
system being installed outside the scope of the
manufacturer’s parameters.
Temporary Works
Provided that a Proprietary Edge Protection
system is installed in line with the
Manufacturer’s Instructions, it is a ‘standard
solution’, classed as Category 0 under BS 5975
and does not require a specific design. If the
system is installed in a way that differs from
the usual configuration, it may become
Category 1 or Category 2, and therefore require
design and calculations from a competent
designer.
Tube and Fitting Edge Protection systems will
require design and calculations from a
competent designer and will be Category 0
(typically simple Class A and Class B systems
with pre-arranged system design and testing)
Category 1 (more complex Class A and Class B
systems with pre-arranged system design and
testing) Category 2 (typically Class A and
Class B systems without pre-arranged design
and testing evidence) Category 3 (typically
Class C systems).

Another common issue that providers encounter
is large verge overhangs, sometimes up to 2.5m,
which require the Edge Protection system to be
cantilevered. This causes a void that must be
filled using strip nets in order to complete the
protection provided to follow on trades.
Both the EPF and FASET encourage clients to
engage with the system provider as early as
possible so that both parties can fulfil their
responsibilities and a compliant system can be
designed and installed.

q Name of the producer
q Origin and/or species code
q BS5534 compliance
q Basic size or sizes
Before I move on to some of the tell-tale signs of noncompliant batten, it’s important to note that there has been
some debate about whether ‘centre-cut’ material or ‘side
boards’ will produce better or stronger battens. Provided the
grading rules have been properly followed, there is no
appreciable difference in the quality of the battens, and
certainly not enough to significantly influence the strength
of any graded batten that you may be using on a roof.

Tony Seddon (FASET)

Joe Black (EPF)

tony.seddon@faset.org.uk

joe.black@epf-uk.org

01948 780652

07595 466353

www.faset.org.uk

www.epf-uk.org

Knots smaller than 5 mm in diameter (which are
usually referred to as ‘pin knots’) are allowed anywhere.
Knots larger than 5mm are not allowed if they run edge
to edge.

potential side
intermediate
board
‘Centre-cut’ boards
boards
(depending on
diameter of log)
side board

Guidance and training
Both the EPF and FASET have guidance on
various aspects of Edge Protection including
Codes of Practice and Technical Bulletins.
Training can be arranged through both
organisations’ trainers whose details can be
found on the organisations’ websites. Please get
in touch using the contact details below if either
organisation can be of any further assistance.

2. Knots – the rules on knots can be quite complicated, but, essentially, if knots are
bigger than half the width of the batten and appear on both sides of the face (width),
this means that the batten is not compliant.

Five Giveaway Signs of Non-Compliant Batten
1. Dimensional tolerances – BS5534:2014 battens come in
two basic dimensions: 25 x 38 mm and 25 x 50 mm. The
standards state an allowed tolerance of +/- 3 mm on the
width and -0/+3 mm on the thickness.
These dimensions are supposed to be measured when at a
‘reference’ moisture level of 20%, but, in reality, the 25 mm
thickness is the most important one and this will barely alter
at the range of moisture levels that are encountered in batten
production and on building sites – so 25 mm minimum is
what to look for in a good batten. 50 mm and 38 mm width
batten offers superior quality, as it is produced full size in
both thickness and width.

3. Grain direction (‘slope of grain’) – the ‘grain’ of timber is the main direction of its
wood fibres; it is a fact that straight-grained wood is strong wood. But the more the
grain deviates from straight – that is, the more it ‘slopes’ across the batten – then the
weaker the piece will be, until it becomes unsafe to use.
BS5534:2014 allows a maximum angle of ‘slope of
grain’ of 1 in 6 – you can think of it as being
equivalent to a steep hill with that sort of gradient.
And it is perhaps a useful thing to remember that the
lower the number of the baseline, the worse – or
steeper – the slope: so 1 in 5, 1 in 4, etc. will be
unsafe, but 1 in 7, 1 in 8, etc. will be okay to use.
4. Wane – this term refers to a ‘missing’ edge of any
square-edged piece of sawn timber, where the natural
roundness of the log is visible, rather than solid timber
being present at that point. BS5534:2014 allows up to
one-third of the batten edge to be missing due to wane.
5. Other defects – slow rate of growth, high moisture content, discolouration, splits and
distortion are just some of the other factors that can be tell-tale signs of non-compliant
batten.
SR Timber’s Guide to Roofing Battens can be found in the Download section of www.sr-timber.co.uk.
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